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TitleCapture helps take all the guess work out of your next transaction!
TitleCapture is an exciting new desktop and mobile friendly product that will allow you to easily
generate title quotes, buyer estimates and seller net sheets. Use your mobile device to get calculations
on the spot - instantly - and then send directly to your customers from within the application!

TITLE QUOTE
This is a very simple but effective tool that allows you to
calculate the specific title / escrow charges, transfer tax fees and
estimated recording fees.
TITLE QUOTE - The Loan Estimate View
The "Loan Estimate" tool is designed to assist Lenders who need
to input title / escrow charges, recording and transfer tax fees,
into the actual Loan Estimate form. The "Loan Estimate View"
will detail all these numbers, but have them broken down by
their respective sections on Page 2 of the Loan Estimate,
enabling the lender to easily pick them up when completing the
Loan Estimate form.
BUYER ESTIMATE
This estimate tool is designed specifically for the lender to allow
him/her to issue a "preliminary written estimate", before being
required to deliver the Loan Estimate.
SELLER NET SHEET
This estimate tool is designed to allow the seller to see what
he/she will net after the transaction is complete.

ALTA Settlement Statements
Whether we're talking about an estimate to the buyer,
borrower or seller, the ALTA Settlement Statements provide
an alternative way of issuing the estimate, again,
before TRID requires the use of a Loan Estimate or
Closing Disclosure form.
Lenders - Need numbers to complete the Loan Estimate
and Closing Disclosure?
Consider it Done!
Corinthian will save you time by giving you access to our
Title Quote tool to generate an INSTANT estimate to obtain
the numbers you require to complete your Loan Estimate and
Closing Disclosure.
Ever Forget Your Notebook or Lose a Note?
If Yes, You'll Love TitleCapture!
All your estimates will be kept safe and accessible
24/7 from your mobile device or desktop!
Just access your account with the app, go to your Saved Tab,
and instantly pull up your saved buyer estimates, net sheets
or quotes.
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